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Abstract—A cellular communication system is divided into two 

main parts, core network, and radio access network. This 

research is concerned with the radio access network part which 

consists of multiple-cells, each served by a central located base 

station. Furthermore, the users in each cell are considered to be 

uniformly distributed inside the cell. In the downlink context, the 
users’ packets usually arrive at the base station via fiber optic 

and then are relayed to the users via radio waves of certain 

frequency/ies. The speeds of delivering users’ packets vary, 

depending on the users’ location. In this paper, the actual 

distribution of the service time over different users whose 

locations are uniformly distributed in a cell served by one base 

station is analytically found. Simulation results are presented to 
validate the derived model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Deploying a wireless system can be quite costly. Therefore, 
vendors and operators do extensive simulations before 
deploying any system to make sure that it is going to work 
properly as anticipated, and hence the investment will pay off. 
A key issue for drawing useful insights out of these numerical 
experiments (i.e. simulations) is the accuracy of the models that 
represent different parts of the system. In the cellular radio 
access network (RAN) where each cell is served by one central 
base station (BS), users are usually distributed within the cell 
according to a uniform distribution. In addition, the users’ 
packets arrive to the base station via fiber optic channels, and 
are relayed to the users via wireless radio channels [1, 2]. From 
queuing theory perspective, when the packets arrive at a service 
facility according to Poison distribution (i.e. the packets inter-
arrival time is an exponential random variable), and being 
serviced in a time that is exponentially distributed, then the 
resulted queue is denoted by M/M/1. M stands for 
“Memoryless” which is a property of the exponential 
distribution, and 1 indicates the existence of only one server in 
the facility. This model is the simplest among different queue 
models [3]. BS may be looked at as the service facility which 
serves the incoming packets by relaying them to their 
respective users. This paper aims to show that the resulting 
queue in the BS cannot be M/M/1 as some researchers assume 

[4, 5]. Since the backhaul of the BS is connected to a single 
reliable fiber optic channel, the inter-arrival time of the packets 
to the BS may be modeled as an exponential random variable 
[6]. On the other hand, the time required to send packets is a 
random variable, but cannot be modeled as exponentially 
distributed because these packets belong to many users with 
different channels to the BS. Hence, the packets are delivered 
with completely different data rates. The main contributions of 
this paper are: 

• The statistical distribution of the service time required to 
deliver packets from the BS to the users is analytically 
derived. 

• A function for generating service time samples, which is a 
very useful tool for simulation purposes, is provided. 

• The statistical distribution of the service rate under the 
described system setup is also derived. 

• The impact of the derived service time distribution is 
highlighted from the queuing theory perspective. 

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

In a typical cell of a radius r, as shown in Figure 1, users 
are distributed within the cell according to a uniform 
distribution. Hence, users generally experience different 
pathloss due to their different distances d from the BS. 
Furthermore, since the BS backhaul is a reliable fiber optic 
link, the users’ packets arrive to the cell BS according to the 
Poisson distribution with an average rate of λ packets per 
second. For simplicity, we assume that the considered BS has 
one frequency channel fc which is allocated/shared among 
users’ packets over time domain according to the First-in-First-
out policy (FIFO). Considering the BS as the router which 
routes the arrived packets to their respective users, the service 
time required to send each packet depends on the channel gain 
from the BS to the packet’s destination. The channel gain g 

from a user distant from the BS by d (m) is � = � ���� �� , 
where �  is a constant ( C = A� � ������� , with ��  being the 
overall antenna gain, and �� the signal wavelength), ��  is the 
reference distance, and α is the pathloss exponent. Finally, we 
assume the size of each packet is � bits. 
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Fig. 1.  A radio access network 

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

Since the mobile users are uniformly distributed within the 
cell, the distance D from the base station to any randomly 
selected user is a random variable (RV) whose cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) can be found as follows. 
Considering only the users with the cell, the probability that a 
typical user is within an area of radius � such that �� < � < � 
is given by:  

��� ��!"	��$%	!� !�&�!"	!� !	&'	�ℎ 	 '' %��) 	% "" = * * +	�,	�+�-.���/(�� − ���)  

= * 2/	+	�+���/(�� − ���) 
Solving the above equation yields the CDF of the distance 

from the BS the a randomly selete user: 45 	(�) = 6[8 ≤ �]	
45(�) = ; 0 	'&�	 � ≤ ���=>��=?=>��= 	'&�	 �� ≤ � ≤ �1 	'&�	 � ≥ � , (1) 

where � is any typical distance and � is the radius of the cell. 
Thus, the average channel gain C from the base station to any 
randomly selected user is a random variable and can be defined 
as a function of the distance 8:  

C = � D��8 E�, 
Therefore, the CDF of the channel gain can be found as [9]:  

4�(�) = 6[C ≤ �] = 6 F� D��8 E� ≤ �G 
= 6[8�H/� ≥ �H/���] = 6 F8 ≥ ���H/��H/� G 

= 1 − 6 F8 ≤ �� D��EH/�G 
= 1 − 45 J�� D��E

H�K 
Substituting (1) into the last equation yields:  

4�(�) = 
1 −

LMM
NM
MO 0		 '&�	 �� �PQ�H/� ≤ ��
D���RS�T/UE=>��=?=>��= '&� �� ≤ �� �PQ�H/� ≤ �

1		 '&�	 �� �PQ�H/� ≥ �
  (2) 

After rearranging (2), we obtain the CDF of the channel 
gain of a randomly selected user as follows:  4�(�)= 

=
LMN
MO 0		 '&�	 � ≤ � ���? ��1 − ��=VP=/U>Q=/UWQ=/UV?=>��=W '&�	 � ���? �� ≤ � ≤ �1		 '&�	 � ≥ �

 (3) 

Assuming the system applies capacity achieving code, the 
throughput of a given user, whose channel gain is g, will be X = Y"&�� �1 + [Q\]�� , where ^  is the a constant transmit 

power, Y is the channel bandwidth, and _� is the noise single-
sided power spectral density. Furthermore, the service time 
required to transmit one packet of L bits over one frequency 
band, form the BS to a randomly selected user is a random 

variable ` = ab. The CDF of the service time 4c(�) is derived 
as follows:  

4c(�) = 6[` ≤ �] = 6 d �Y	"&�� �1+ ^CY_�� ≤ �e 
= 6 f �Y� ≤ "&�� D1 + ^CY_�Eg = 6 fC ≥ D2 a\h − 1EY_�^ g 
= 1− 6 fC ≤ D2 a\h − 1EY_�^ g 

⟹ 4c(�) = 1 − 4� j�2 klm − 1�\]�[ n (4) 

Substituting (3) into (4) yields the CDF of the service time 
over one frequency channel as shown below: Fp(t) = 

LMM
MN
MMM
O 0		 	for	 t ≤ uvwxy=�Hz {|}~��k �=�>�(�)�(�) 	for	 uvwxy=�Hz {|}~�� ≤ t ≤ u

vwxy=JHz{|D��� E�}~� K
1		 	for	 t ≥ u

vwxy=JHz{|D��� E�}~� K

 (5) 

where � = ��=?=>��=, and ℎ(�) = �2 klm − 1�=U �\]� �=U. 
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A. Generating Service Time Samples  

For simulation purposes, it is sometimes required to 
generate samples of service time. The inverse-transform 
technique can be used for generating samples of service time. 
Since 4c(�) ∈ [0,1] , and is a monotone non-decreasing 
function, _ samples of the service time can be generated by: � �̀ = 4c>H(��)���H] , where 4c>H is the inverse of the CDF in (5), 
and ������H]  are randomly generated samples that follow the 
uniform distribution over the interval [0,1] . Below, we 
explicitly find 4c>H: � = � P=/U>�(c)�(c)   

��(c)� = ��/� − ℎ(`)  

ℎ(`) ��� + 1� = ��/�  

ℎ(`) = �P=/U�z�   

�2 kl� − 1��/� �\]� ��/� = �P=/U�z�   
Solving for ` yields: ` = 4c>H(�) = a

\��Q=jHz� �����U/= R�l��n (6) 

Thus, (6) is a direct simulation tool for generating samples 
of the service time required to send a packet of � bits from the 
BS to a randomly selected user. 

B. Service Time Probability Density Function (PDF) 

From (5), the PDF of the service time can be found: 

'c(�) = �V��(h)W�h 	 (7) 

=
LMN
MO� >��(h)P =U�=(h) 	'&�	 a\��Q=�Hz �Rl���≤ � ≤ a

\��Q=JHz�RD��� EUl�� K
0		 	&�ℎ ���$ 	

 (8) 

where: 

ℎ′(�) = �(�(h))�h = −�\]�� ��/� �a�¡(�)\� (�) klmD� klm>HE=¢UUh=   

After some mathematical manipulations, the PDF of the 
service time can be rewritten as shown bleow: 'c(�) = 
LMN
MO£ Hh= �2=¤m − 2>U¤m �>=�UU 	'&�	 a\��Q=�Hz �Rl��� ≤ � ≤ a

\��Q=JHz�RD��� EUl�� K
0				&�ℎ ���$ 	

 (9)  

where £ = ���/� � �\]���/� �a�¡(�)\� , and , = a\(�z�). Note that 

both £ and , are constant. 

Let the limits of the service time wheren the PDF is non 

zero be: �� = a\��Q=�Hz �Rl���, and �¥ = a
\��Q=JHz�RD��� EUl�� K. Then, 

the first two moments of the service time are given by [9]:  

¦[`] = £* 	h§h� Hh D2=¤m − 2>U¤m E>=�UU �� (10) 

¦[`�] = £* 	h§h� D2=¤m − 2>U¤m E>=�UU �� (11) 

C. Density Function of the Service Rate 

In certain occasions, we are sometimes interested in service 
rate rather than service time. The service rate (S) is a discrete 
random variable which represents the number of transmitted 
packets in one second. In this subsection, we introduce the 
CDF and PDF of service rate. Clearly, the relation between 
service time and service rate is T=1/S. Therefore, The CDF of 
the service rate can be found as:  

4̈ ($) = 6[© ≤ $] = 6[1̀ ≤ $] 
= 1 − 6[` ≤ 1$] = 1 − 4c(1$) 

By substituting (5) in the above equation, we obtain the 
CDF of the service rate over one frequency channel as follows:  

4̈ ($) =
LMM
MN
MMM
O 0		 	'&�	 $ ≤ \��Q=JHz�RD��� EUl�� K

a
(� + 1) ª(�)> ���TP=/U

ª(�) 	'&�	 \��Q=JHz�RD��� EUl�� K
a ≤ $ ≤ \��Q=�Hz �Rl���a1		 	'&�	 $ ≥ \��Q=�Hz �Rl���a ,

 (12) 

where «($) = ℎ(H�). Furthermore, the PDF of the service rate is 

given by: '̈ ($) = 

=
LMN
MO£V2�¬� − 2>�¬�W>=�UU 	'&�	 \��Q=JHz�RD��� EUl�� K

a ≤ $ ≤ \��Q=�Hz �Rl���a
0				&�ℎ ���$ .

	 (13) 
The average service rate can be found by [9]: 

©̅ = ® $	£V2�¬� − 2>�¬�W>�z�� 	�$
Hh�

Hh§
 

D. The Impact of the Derived Service Rate 

The BS usually has a number of orthogonal frequency 
channels through which the transmitters within the BS can 
transmit the packets to the respective users. When all radio 
frequencies are assigned to only one transmitter which 
transmits all packets in a FIFO fashion, then, according to the 
queuing theory [3], this kind of queue is called M/G/1 queue. 
M indicates a Markovian arrival model, in which the packet 
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inter-arrival time follows an exponential distribution while G 
indicates a general service model where the packet service time 
follows an arbitrary distribution as the one shown in (5), and 
“1” indicates that only one transmitter is in service. When � < ©̅, the utilization of the BS transmitter is ¯ = °̈̅	, which 
quantifies the proportion of time the BS transmitter is busy in 
the long run. Moreover, the system will be stable since ¯ < 1, 
and the steady-state parameters of this M/G/1 queue will be as 
follows [12]: 

• Packet average delay:  

± = H̅̈ + °(H/¨̅=z²�=)�(H>³) ,  (14) 

where ´c� is the variance of the packet service time T. 

• Average number of packets in the BS:  _ = ¯ + ³=(Hz²= ¨̅=)�(H>³)  (15) 

• Probability of zero packets at the BS: 6. = 1 − ¯  

If, however, the service model was not general (G), but 
rather Markovian (M) (as it is usually erroneously assumed), 
then the steady-state parameters would have been [12]: 

• Packet average delay:  

± = 1©̅ − � 
• Average number of packets in the BS:  

_ = ¯1 − ¯ 
• Probability of n-packets at the BS: 6¡ = ¯¡(1 − ¯) 
These quantities, which are based on loose assumptions, are 

misleading as they are completetly different than the actual 
pararmeters shown in (14) and (15). Note that the true packet 
average delay in (14) is directly proportional to the variance of 
the service time which indicates that the packet delay increases 
as the variation in service time increases. Thus, as the users 
become more scattered in the cell, then their service time, 
which depenends on the distance from the BS, will vary more. 

One way to reduce ´c�  is by dividing the set of all radio 
frequencies into N subsets assingend to N transmitters for 
serving N packets simultanously. In addition, each transmitter 
should serve packets related to users at approximately the same 
distance from the BS (i.e. a group of user apart from the BS by � ± ¶). 

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT 

In this section, the results of computer simulation are 
shown and discussed. The simulation is conducted in 
accordance with the system setup explained above. The 
simulation parameters are shown in Table I. The simulated 
network architecture is shown in Figure 2, where the BS (red 
star) is located at the cell center and all users (black dots) are 

uniformly distributed in the cell. MATLAB version R2013a 
was used. The simulation started by randomly choosing the 
location of each user (i.e. its distance from the base station and 
its angle with respect to the central point of the cell). Then, the 
channel of each user was estimated via calculating the signal 
path loss and small scale fading. By knowing the user channel, 
data rate can be estimated, and so the required time for 
delivering each packet. The objective was to measure the 
required time for delivering each packet, and then draw the 
CDF of these samples using the MATLAB command cdfplot, 
and finally comparing the result with analytical CDF found in 
(5).  

TABLE I.  SIMULATION PARAMETERS  

Parameters  Value  Unit  

System frequency 2.5 GHz 

Channel bandwidth  30  KHz  

Pathloss exponent (·)  3.52  – 

Reference distance (��)  20  m 

Cell radius  500  m 

Transmit power (^)  0  dBm  

Noise power spectral density  -174  dBm/Hz  

Overall antenna gain  0  dB  

Packet size (�)  1500  bits  

 

  
Fig. 2.  A simulated cell with 500m radius 

Figure 3 shows different graphs for the analytical and the 
simulated CDFs of the time required to relay the packets to the 
users. The analytical CDF is a simple graph of 4c(�) described 
by (5) while the simulated CDF is based on the data drawn 
from the simulation. As depicted in the Figure, the simulated 
CDF fits the analytical CDF. In addition, as the number of 
users increases, the precision of the fitness increases further, 
simply because the analytical CDF is based on the limit (i.e. the 
number of users tends to infinity). This result clearly proves the 
accuracy of the statistical model of the packet service time 
proposed in (5). Furthermore, Figure 4 shows a comparison 
between the analytical PDF portrayed by (9) and the histogram 
of the service time results drawn from the simulation. The 
analytical PDF clearly matches the result of the simulation. 
This shows that the derived statistical model is realistic and 
closely matches the data-based results.  
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Fig. 3.  Comparisons between analytical CDF and simulated CDF: (a) 100 

users/cell, (b) 500 users/cell, (c) 1000 users/cell, (d) 2000 users/cell 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Comparison between analytical PDF and the histogram of the 

packet service time 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the correct statistical model of the time taken 
by the BS to relay a user’s packet was derived. We showed that 
it is completely different than exponential distribution as it 
might be assumed. Furthermore, we showed how this can be 
handy and beneficial in numerical experiments involving the 
cellular system. Finally, we derived a direct closed form of the 
CDF and PDF of the service rate measured in packets per 
seconds. These results may be beneficial in developing new 
methods for radio resource management aiming at reducing the 
waiting time at the BS. 
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